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etc.
The Maldivian economy is based on tourism, which accounts for about 25 percent of gross
domestic product (GDP). Maldives has received the assistance from the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) since 1) the foreign currency revenue from tourism declined because of the global
financial crisis and weak euro, and 2) foreign currency reserves dropped drastically due to the
difficulty in financing in the international capital market. Meanwhile, steering of the financial
burden (enormous debt) associated with large-scale infrastructure improvement over the last
several years (bridges, land reclamation, house construction, etc.) has become the critical policy
issue in promoting the National Development Plan. In light of the G20 Principles for Quality
Infrastructure Investment adopted at Osaka G20 in June 2019, it is vital to consider
maintaining/promoting fiscal soundness of the Maldives State. Moreover, the Maldivian economy
is largely dependent on tourism, having a vulnerable structure subject to external factors.
At Strategic Action Plan 2019-2023, in the areas of “Blue Economy,” two related sectors such
as “SMEs”, “Economic Diversification” were stated as issues, and industrial promotion such as
in the area of “Fisheries & Marine Resources”, “Agriculture”, “Tourism,” and “Labour, Employment
& Migration” are also highly related issue with this JDS target priority areas. Making efforts for
diversification in the areas of economic policy and industrial policy and supporting the
development of industries, having high development potential and small and medium-sized
enterprises, are of great significance.

